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Abstract

It is expected that the smart grid will radically add new functionalities to legacy
electrical power systems. However, we believe that this will in turn introduce many
new security risks. With the smart grid’s backbone communication networks and
subnetworks, there are possible scenarios when these subnetworks can become vulnerable to attacks. Ensuring security in these networks is challenging because most
devices are resource constrained. In addition, different protocols that are used in
these networks use their own set of security requirements. In this article, the security
requirements of smart grid communication networks are firstly identified. We then
point out that although public key infrastructure (PKI) is a viable solution, it has
some difficulties to satisfy the requirements in availability, privacy preservation,
and scalability. To complement the functions of PKI, we introduce some novel
mechanisms so that those security requirements can be met. In particular, we propose a mechanism to efficiently resist Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, and some
suggestions to the security protocol design for different application categories.

W

hen the legacy power infrastructure is augmented by a communication infrastructure, it
becomes a smart grid. This additional communication infrastructure facilitates the
exchange of state and control information among different
components of the power infrastructure. As a result, the
power grid can operate more reliably and efficiently [1].
Although deploying the smart grid enjoys enormous social,
environmental and technical benefits, the incorporation of
information and communication technologies into the power
infrastructure will introduce many security challenges. For
example, it is estimated that the data to be collected by the
smart grid will be an order of magnitude more than that of
existing electrical power systems. This increase in data collection can possibly introduce security and privacy risks. Moreover, the smart grid will be collecting new types of information
that were not recorded in the past, and this can lead to more
privacy issues [2–4].
As shown in Fig. 1, an essential part of the smart grid will
be its communication networks. This is a three-tier network
which connects the different components of the smart grid
together, and allows two-way information flow. The first tier
connects the transmission system located at the power plant
and the control centers of Neighborhood Area Network
(NAN). Each NAN comprises a number of Building Area
Networks (BANs) and provides them interfaces to the utility’s
wide-area network. Here, BANs are customer networks and
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belong to the second tier of the shown system. Each BAN
consists of a number of third-tier networks, Home Area Network (HANs). The HAN is a customer premises network
which manages the on-demand power requirements of end
users. Note that there is no standard definition of these networks yet. Their structures described above feature a practical
configuration that can be found in established smart grids.
While different components of the power infrastructure of
the smart grid are networked together to exchange information, as illustrated in Fig. 1, there is a potential increase of the
security risk of the system. For example, it will increase the
complexity of the electrical power grid, which in turn can
increase new security vulnerabilities. Also, the number of
entry points that can be used to gain access to the electrical
power system will increase when all of the components are
networked together [1, 3].
In the remainder of this article, we mainly focus on the
security of wireless communication subnetworks of the smart
grid. Security in wired links can be achieved by existing techniques such as firewalls, virtual private networks, Secure Shell
or other higher layer security mechanisms. However, wireless
communication networks’ security in the smart grid is still
considered a big challenge compared to its wired counterpart.
Due to their dynamically changing topologies and the open
nature of the communication medium, wireless communication networks are vulnerable to attacks that are easier to
launch than in the wired domain. In addition, many of the
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Figure 1. Considered smart grid communication networks and security threats.
already used protocols use their own sets of security requirements. Another issue is that legacy devices with constraints
(e.g., limited CPU processing power, transmission rate, storage, etc.) are still deployed in the smart grid [2].
In this article, we first identify the requirements to secure
smart grid wireless communication networks, and argue that
public key infrastructure (PKI) is a promising solution. At the
same time, we also point out some limitations of PKI in securing
smart grids. We then introduce a set of novel mechanisms to
mitigate the limitations of PKI. In particular, since DoS attacks
have severe consequences on availability, which is the most
important security objective of smart grids, we propose a mechanism to efficiently resist DoS attacks against adversaries and
legitimate insiders. Also, some suggestions to the security protocol design for different application categories are presented.

Securing Smart Grid Communication
Networks
Referring again to Fig. 1, the security threats that can be
encountered by the smart grid are diverse. They are either passive attacks such as eavesdropping and traffic analysis, or active
attacks such as replaying and DoS attacks. Passive attacks
attempt to access the information exchanged within a network,
while active attacks would disrupt the normal functionality of a
network. Essentially, these attacks lead to the most basic security service requirements in the smart grid: availability, efficiency,
scalability, entity authentication, data integrity protection, nonrepudiation, privacy preservation, and confidentiality. The system-level security requirements are as follows.
Availability: Because electricity must always be available, it
is important that any security mechanism implemented in the
smart grid does not impede power availability or safety. In the
network security field, availability means that secure communication service should be available even when there are
attacks such as DoS attacks. For example, when a smart meter
authenticates other devices or smart meters, the authentication process itself can attract attacks from distributed DoS
attackers.
High efficiency and scalability: Depending on where the
mechanism will be employed, the smart grid has various realtime requirements that rely on high efficiency. Common use
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of resource-constrained devices and networks add to this
need. For example, it is envisioned that wireless sensor networks (WSNs) will also be integrated into the smart grid to
optimize different functions of the power infrastructure such
as power generation and delivery [5]. These networks have
limited bandwidth, and their sensor nodes have limited computation and energy resources. Also, scalability is important
due to the large number of devices in the smart grid and the
increasing number of interactions between grid entities.
Also, the protocol-level security requirements are as follows.
Entity authentication and data integrity protection: Entity
authentication ensures that the communicating entities are
legitimate, while integrity protection ensures that received
data has not been altered during transmission and is not
replayed data. In particular, in NANs, once this requirement
is met, some attacks such as NAN gateway spoofing, replay
and modification attacks can be resisted.
Non-repudiation: This is to prevent legitimate entities from
denying the transmission of their messages and the corresponding contents. When there are third-party service
providers in smart grids, non-repudiation must be satisfied in
order to prevent someone from denying a particular action
that he has done, e.g., making subscription to a certain service.
Privacy preservation: The data that the smart grid is collecting and generating has raised three different privacy-related issues.
•Conditional identity privacy preservation: Smart grid consumers will expect certain level of anonymity relative to what
they have with the existing electrical power grid. At the same
time, the smart grid is such a critical structure that in some
cases complete anonymity may not be desirable. Law authority (e.g., local police offices) will need to be able to track consumers who attack the smart grid, but it should not be easy
for any other parties to break the data anonymity. An example of conditional privacy preservation is a concealment of the
identity information of a smart meter (e.g., the owner’s name,
the address, etc.).
•Complete identity privacy preservation: Much of the data
in the smart grid does not need to be attributed to a specific
sender (e.g., a specific consumer). In this case, data should be
sent anonymously without violating data integrity constraints.
In other words, anyone other than the sender, including the
insider of trust authority (or law authority), should not be able
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PKI

message using its unique private key. An outgoing message is then transmitted as {M,
SIGSKj{h(idj||M)}, Certj}, where M denotes
<3> Scalability
the outgoing message and SKj denotes the private key of entity j. Of course, timestamps
<4> Entity authentication
should be included in M to prevent the replay
Complements
to
PKI
<5> Data integrity protection
attack. When it is received, the receiver veriDistributed TAs <2><3>
fies the signature of the sender using its pub<6> Non-repudiation
Polynomial-based lightweight
lic key. Upon successful verification, the
verification scheme <1>
<7> Privacy preservation
Group signature technique <7.1>
identity of the sender is confirmed and it can
Ring signature technique <7.2>
<7.1> Conditional identity
also be concluded that the message content
Network coding based privacyprivacy preservation
preserving <7.3>
has not been altered. In other words, entity
<7.2> Complete identity
Security protocol design for
authentication and non-repudiation are
privacy preservation
different application
<7.3> Privacy preservation
achieved. In addition, conditional privacy can
categories <3>
against traffic analysis
be preserved using anonymous certificates, as
<8> Confidentiality
they do not contain the identity information
of their holders. In this case, when necessary,
*”Digital signatures <4><6>” indicates that digital signatures can satisfy requirement <4> and <6>
the identity of the holder of an anonymous
certificate can only be revealed by a TA.
Because public key operations are considerFigure 2. Security requirements of smart grid communication networks, public key
ably slower than the symmetric algorithm, sesinfrastructure and the proposed mechanisms.
sion keys will be used to provide confidentiality
for the bulk exchange of messages while public
key cryptography is used to secure and distribute session keys. In order to provide data integrity protecto identify the sender of a message, or link different messages
tion, a keyed hash function should be used. That is, M =
belonging to the same sender even though the sender is
{data, h(data, K)}, where data is the transmitted data item by
unknown.
entity i while h(data, K) denotes the keyed hash function with
Privacy preservation against traffic analysis: Some
a session key K for data. Subsequently, entity i delivers {M,
advanced attacks, e.g., traffic analysis and flow tracing [6], can
SIGSKj{h(idi||M)}, Certi to another entity, say j. Upon receivcompromise the privacy of consumers, violating source
anonymity and traffic secrecy. Privacy preservation via general
ing such a packet, entity j checks the validity of h(data, K). If
data encryption mainly focuses on how to encrypt a communithe result is positive, entity j believes this message is not
cation message. In contrast, traffic analysis is the process of
altered; otherwise, entity j simply drops the packet.
examining the characteristics of network traffic, such as mesIn very large systems, PKI could be significantly more effisage length, frequency or other patterns, to extract useful
cient than shared keys in terms of setting up and maintaining
information. Therefore, even if operational information were
operational credential. This is due to the fact that each entity
encrypted, traffic analysis could provide an adversary enough
is only configured with its own certificate. On the other hand,
information on the operational situation to enable more
when symmetric key is used, a unique key pair needs to be
sophisticated timing of physical or cyber attacks.
configured between every pair of entities. This makes key
Confidentiality: Data encryption protects the sensitive
management complicated since many symmetric keys need to
transmitted data from passive attacks, such as eavesdropping.
be maintained and the decrypting entity may not know in
Clearly, the protocol-level security objectives depend on
advance which key should be used.
which components are communicating, and what data they are
In the smart grid, most devices are capable of asymmetric
exchanging.
cryptographic operations, e.g, signature verification. We consider WSNs in smart grids as an example. Even the resourceEmploying PKI to Secure Smart Grid Communication
limited sensor nodes can perform a certain number of such
operations, given their large energy consumptions. To accuIn this subsection, we argue that PKI is a potential mechanism
rately measure the consumed energy of various cryptographic
for securing smart grid communication as it can meet most
operations considered in this article, a circuit connecting a 3
security requirements of smart grid communication networks.
V battery (but measured to be 3.16 V), a mote and a 20.36 W
As shown in Fig. 2, security requirements of entity authenresistor in series has been built. Other voltage and resistance
tication and non-repudiation can be satisfied by employing
values can also be used as long as the mote is in its normal
digital signatures. A PKI binds the public keys and the entioperating region. When the mote is executing a certain crypties’ identities through the use of digital certificates. The bindtographic operation, voltage Vr across the 20.36 W resistor is
ing is established through a registration process, and after a
trust authority (TA) (consisting of the registration authority,
measured by a Tektronix TDS 2012B oscilloscope. From Vr,
certificate authority and validation authority) assures the corthe current through the circuit I and the voltage across the
rectness of the binding, the TA issues the certificate to the
mote Vm can be obtained. At the same time, we also measure
entity. Since the public key of each entity is made available to
the execution time to of the operation. Then, the consumed
all other entities in the network, entity authentication can be
energy of the operation at the mote is given by V m × I × to.
achieved. The simplest form of a certificate consists of the folThe sensor nodes used in our experiments are MicaZ and
lowing
contents:
Cert j
TelosB motes. The MicaZ mote is based on an 8-bit, 8 MHz
=
{id j ,
PK j ,
Exp T ,
Atmel microcontroller, and has 4KB RAM and 128KB ROM.
{SIG SKTA{h(id j||PK j||ExpT)}}, where id j denotes entity j’s
For the TelosB mote, it is based on a 16-bit, 4 MHz MSP430
identity, PK j represents the public key of entity j, ExpT
microcontroller, and has 10KB RAM and 48KB ROM. For
denotes certificate expiry time, SKTA denotes the private key
each experiment on motes to be presented below, it was
of TA and SIG SK TA {h(id j ||PK j ||ExpT)} is a signature over
repeated one thousand times to obtain average values of meah(id j||PK j||ExpT) based on SK TA. Here, h(.) indicates hash
surements. The computational power and memory size of
function operation. Thus, any entity can sign any outgoing
<2> High efficiency
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Figure 3. Smart meter and redundant meter reading.
these motes are comparable to that of a smart meter functioning as a HAN gateway. Thus, besides WSNs in a smart grid,
experimental results on TelosB and MicaZ motes are also
applicable for those smart meters in a smart grid.
In the first experiment, we implement the 160-bit Elliptic
Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm of TinyECC library [7]
in MicaZ and TelosB motes. The signature generation times
are measured to be 2.002 and 3.169 seconds, respectively.
Also, the signature verification times are measured to be
2.436 and 4.039 seconds, respectively. The energy consumptions for the signature generation are 48.04 mJ and 17.11 mJ,
and that for the signature verification are 58.48 mJ and 21.82
mJ for MicaZ and TelosB motes, respectively. Thus, these
energy consumptions are regarded as acceptable under normal operation (without DoS attacks).

Shortcomings of Existing PKI for Use in the Smart
Grid
Although PKI is a potential solution to secure the smart grid
when compared with other approaches, it has some limitations.
We first describe the PKI system-level limitations as follows.

Availability — In smart grid PKI, authentication on each entity
consists of two steps: certificate verification and signature verification. This procedure is vulnerable to DoS attacks, because the
expensive operation of scalar multiplication is involved. An adversary may keep sending fake certificate and signature to legitimate
entities for preventing others from connecting to them. For example, when a smart meter authenticates other devices or smart
meters, the authentication process itself can attract attacks from
distributed DoS attackers. Accordingly, a mechanism for preventing DoS attacks is needed to overcome this PKI limitation.
Distributed TAs — In the PKI, another challenge is that access
(e.g., register and authenticate) to a central server (i.e., the
sole TA) is not ideal, so it will need to be distributed. Moreover, the smart grid entities may belong to different organizations and, possibly, have conflicting interests. For example, in
2009, thousands of customers from Pacific Gas and Electricity
(PG&E) of California complained that their smart meters
overcharged them [8]. Consequently, some PG&E customers
installed redundant meters to verify the integrity of their bills
independently. Obviously, different from the primary smart
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meters, the redundant meters should be authorized by the
consumers, but not the supplier. Thus, the management policy
in PKI should be further explored from a sole TA to distributed TAs. As illustrated in Fig. 3, in the central TA approach,
the keying materials of primary smart meters and redundant
meters are distributed by the electric utility. Thus, the electric
utility can modify the measurement reading of redundant
meters, which cannot be detected by the consumer and lead
to incorrect billings. However, in the distributed TAs
approach, a primary smart meter registers to the electric utility while a redundant meter registers to a consumer. Thus, the
electric utility has no ability to access the measurement reading of a redundant smart meter.

Scalability — The smart grid is a large system made up of
many types of devices with different computational power,
and different communication protocols with their own sets of
security requirements. One major obstacle to provide secure
communication in such a system is to ensure that the security
mechanisms can be implemented in all devices, and satisfy the
security requirements. Therefore, PKI should be enhanced to
accommodate the different devices and security needs. The
PKI also has the following protocol-level limitation.
Privacy Preservation — In order to provide identity privacy
protection, an entity needs to frequently change its one-time
anonymous certificate, thus each entity possesses a number of
certificates. Clearly, this solution is not suitable for smart grid
because preloading a large pool of certificates is not feasible
for memory-limited entities (e.g., smart meters and sensor
nodes). Furthermore, even though anonymous certificates in
PKI can guarantee conditional identity privacy, PKI cannot
support complete identity privacy preservation and privacy
preservation against traffic analysis.

Resisting DoS Attacks Against Adversaries
and Legitimate Insiders
DoS attacks have severe consequences on availability, which is
the most important security requirement of the smart gird
communication network. Inspired by the work in [9], we propose the following lightweight polynomial-based verification
mechanism to defend against DoS attacks.
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Table 1. Timings for evaluating a t-degree polynomial.
We require that in the registration phase, the TA of each
entity group randomly generates a bivariate t-degree polynot
mial f(x, y) = Si,j=0 aijxiyj over a finite field Fp, with p being a
large prime number. Note that f(x, y) = f(y, x). When entity i,
with identity idi, registers to the TA, the TA computes a polynomial share of f(x, y, f(idi, y), and then delivers it to i by any
secure transmission protocol (e.g., SSL). When i wants to
communicate with another entity, say j with identity id j , it
evaluates f(idi, y) at point idj to obtain the common key f(idi,
idj). Similarly, j can evaluate fidj,y) at point idi to obtain the
same key since f(id j, id i) = f(id i, id j). Then, j can verify the
legitimacy of i by using f(idj, idi).
Table 1 gives the time of evaluating a t-degree polynomial
in a TelosB mote and a laptop PC for different t. The computation involves 2t modular multiplications and t modular additions over F p , where p is chosen to be 64 bits long in our
implementation. Such a key length is considered to be sufficiently secure for now and immediate future. For example,
the execution time on a TelosB mote is 8.23 ms when t = 50,
which is much faster than that of signature verification based
on ECC. Thus, entity j can efficiently verify the legitimacy of
entity i before performing expensive verification on the certificate and the signature to mitigate the DoS attacks. Note that
our approach would not impose much computational burden
on a legitimate entity since it already knows the communication key of the other entity. However, the situation is opposite
for an adversary. It needs to guess the correct communication
key first in order to generate a valid connection request.
Therefore, our approach can effectively mitigate DoS attacks
even in the presence of powerful adversaries. In addition, our
approach is unconditionally secure and t-collusion resistant,
which means that the secret polynomial function f is disclosed
only when there are t + 1 compromised entities. Moreover,
the proposed lightweight verification approach can resist DoS
attacks against legitimate insiders, because any entity can
identify which particular entity launched the attacks by the
lightweight verification. Next, we investigate the energy consumption in a TelosB mote when it evaluates a t-degree polynomial. The resistor’s voltage is 352 mV, the current is
17.2888 mA, hence the power consumption is 48.5469 mW.
For a 50-degree polynomial, the energy consumption is 0.3995
mJ. Thus, evaluating a t-degree polynomial consumes much
less energy on TelosB motes than signature generation (or
verification).
Based on this scheme, PKI is modified as follows. In the
beacon messages, a LIGHTWEIGHT VERIFICATION flag is
added. If entity j is under attack (e.g., when it notices that the
rate of incoming connection requests exceeds a pre-defined
threshold), it sets the LIGHTWEIGHT VERIFICATION flag
to “TRUE,” and adds the identity idj and a timestamp t into
the beacon messages, which are periodically broadcast to
announce the service. An entity, say i, generates K = f(idi, idj)
and the corresponding authentication code Aut =
h(K||T||M), where T is a timestamp used to resist the replay
attack. Finally, entity i sends Aut and M, SIGSKi{{h(idi||M)},
Certi} to entity j. After receiving the connection request message, j generates a verification code Ver = h(K*||T||M) and
compares it with Aut, where K* = f(idj, idi). Entity j performs
the expensive operations of verifying the certificate and signature only if Ver = Aut.
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This scheme is applicable to various subsystems in the
smart grid. For example, in a HAN, the administrator is
responsible to generate a bivariate t-degree polynomial and
securely assign a polynomial share for each communication
device of the HAN. Then, any two devices can be mutually
authenticated and, more importantly, DoS attacks against the
HAN can be resisted.

Supporting Distributed TAs and Privacy
Preservation
From the above discussions (as shown in Fig. 2), we observe
that besides PKI, additional security mechanisms supporting
distributed TAs and privacy preservation are required to efficiently secure wireless communication networks for the smart
grid. These mechanisms are described in details as follows.

Distributed TAs
All smart grid entities should be divided into groups. The
entities in the same group have the same TA. PKI allows for a
chain of trust, where the TA (called the root TA) gives an
entity (called the second-level TA) a TA-certificate, which
specifies the privilege and public key of the entity. Thus, a
second-level TA has the capability to act as the TA of the
same group. Also, for efficiency and scalability consideration,
the entities in a group can be further divided into multiple
sub-groups. Similarly, the entities in the same subgroup have
the same responsible TA. Each TA is responsible for maintaining (e.g., distributing and updating) public key certificates
for its group members. For example, in Fig. 1, the root TA
(e.g., the power plant or the local police office) distributes a
TA-certificate to the control center of each NAN. Similarly,
as the second-level TA, the control center of a BAN (respectively, a NAN) distributed a TA-certificate to each HAN gateway (respectively, the control center of each BAN).
Distributed TAs eliminates single point failures and relieves
the performance bottleneck of a single TA in the traditional
PKI. Another example is that, referring to Fig. 3, each consumer hopes to act as the TA for the redundant smart meters
of his/her residency.

Privacy Preservation
Conditional identity privacy preservation: To resolve the
efficiency problem of one-time anonymous certificate
described earlier, we have proposed achieving conditional
identity privacy preservation by using a group signature technique [10], where an entity signs an outgoing message and
then transmits the message with the signature to another entity through a group signature algorithm. In a group signature
scheme, any member of the group can sign a message. The
receiver of the message can only verify if the message is generated by a group member. Meanwhile, only the group manager can open a group signature to unambiguously reveal the
identity of the signer. Thus, different from the anonymous
certificate method, only the group public key needs to be preloaded into each entity. So, the proposed method is applicable
to storage-constrained entities.
Complete identity privacy preservation: A ring signature
technique can be used to achieve complete user identity pri-
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Table 2. A summary of the constraints and opportunities of security protocols in smart grid.

vacy preservation. Suppose that with the use of PKI, the
entities in a group have public/private key pairs (PK1, SK1),
(PK2, SK2), …, (PKn, SKn). Entity i can compute a ring
signature s on an outgoing message m, on input (m,
SKi,PK1,…, PKn), and then transmits {m, s} to another
entity. Anyone can check the validity of a ring signature
given m, s, and the public keys involved, PK1, …, PKn. Similar to group signature, ring signature protects the anonymity of a signer since the receiver of a message can only verify
if the message is signed by a member of a ring. However, it
is impossible to revoke signer anonymity in ring signature.
At the same time, the proposed approach does not violate
data integrity constraints.
Privacy preservation against traffic analysis: The scheme
proposed in [6] can be used to defend against traffic analysis
in multi-hop wireless networks. Based on homomorphic
encryption on global encoding vectors, it can achieve packet
flow untraceability and message content confidentiality.
Here, we consider a smart meter as an example to illustrate how these techniques are actually used to preserve privacy. Smart metering is necessarily privacy invasive and a
balance needs to be struck between privacy and the social
utility of fine-grained billing. For billing purpose, the metering data are typically collected on a monthly or quarterly
basis, and should be attributable i.e., securely associated with
a particular account holder with a utility. In this case, the
group signature technique can be employed, where the utility
is the group manager while each smart meter acts as a group
member. Each meter can sign the metering data so that a
verifier can only check if the data is originated from the
group. Only the utility can identify which meter (i.e., which
consumer) a signed metering data is from. On the other
hand, for the control of power generation and distribution
network, it is not necessary for metering data to be
attributable. Instead, data can remain anonymous as long as
it can be authenticated and securely associated with a particular entity, e.g., a substation. In this case, the ring signature
technique can be used, where each meter can use its private
key and the public keys of the other meters of the same substation to sign the metering data and then transmit the signed
message to the utility. Anyone including the utility only
knows that the message is signed by a meter associated with
the substation, but does not need to know the identity of the
signer. Moreover, in all cases, the communication from each
smart meter to the utility can be strengthened with the network coding technique in order to ensure privacy preservation against traffic analysis.
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Supporting Scalability
In order to complement the scalability provided by PKI, we
provide some suggestions to the security protocol design for
different application categories.
As shown in Fig. 1, the smart grid will have many different
communication protocols, and each of them will have their
own sets of protocol-level security requirements (i.e., entity
authentication, data integrity protection, non-repudiation, privacy preservation, and confidentiality), sender and receiver
resources, and communication technologies (e.g., optical fiber,
WiMAX, 3G, Zigbee). Note that the stronger the security
algorithm is, the more resource consumption on the CPU,
bandwidth and storage. Thus, as listed in Table 2, as with any
large-scale system, the security protocols to specific applications should carefully consider these constraints and requirements. This is especially true regarding the grid’s ongoing
modernization. Here, as examples, we compare different
approaches to provide data confidentiality, and study the
design considerations for wide area protection protocols.
RC5, Data Encryption Standard (DES), Triple-DES (i.e.,
3DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) are all
symmetric-key encryption/decryption algorithms. It is commonly known that AES is more efficient than all other algorithms for the same security level. In addition, hardware AES
acceleration is available in many hardware platforms in the
smart grid. Thus, AES is the preferred solution.
Additionally, the performance of RC5 and AES algorithms
on sensor nodes is investigated. To this end, the RC5 implementation in the TinySEC library for TinyOS 1.x is ported to
TinyOS 2.x. For AES, its encryption module is implemented in
one of the most commonly used radios, CC2420, which supports
hardware AES acceleration. The maximum length of packet
payload is set to be 200 bytes. RC5 is used with 12 rounds (with
a 64-bit key and 64-bit block size) while a stand-alone AES
module is used with 10 rounds (with a 128-bit key and 128-bit
block size). Table 3 shows the execution time of RC5 (encryption and decryption) and hardware-based AES encryption in
MicaZ and TelosB motes, respectively. Clearly, hardware-based
AES encryption is much faster than the RC5 operation.
Cascaded failures can be prevented by recently developed
wide area protection protocols. For these protocols, system
parameters such as current and voltage are measured by phasor
measurement units (PMUs) or WSNs and then transmitted to
the control center or substation. The most important security
objective of the wide area protection is availability. The electrical power system must be available at all times, so the wide area
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RC5-64
TelosB

AES-128
MicaZ

TelosB

MicaZ

Plaintext length (bytes)

16

32

48

16

32

48

16

32

48

16

32

48

Encryption time (ms)

2.576

5.141

7.708

1.849

3.708

5.567

0.116

0.195

0.278

0.043

0.074

0.108

Decryption time (ms)

2.604

5.180

7.747

1.864

3.703

5.554

—

—

—

—

—

—

Table 3. The execution time of RC5 and hardware AES for MicaZ and TelosB motes with the plaintext of different lengths.

protection monitoring the power system must also be always
available. The data integrity of the wide area protection is the
next important security objective. It will not be able to make
correct decisions if it is given false data as input. Confidentiality
is the least important security objective. The wide area protection needs to run in real time, and that means the system must
have minimal overhead. Implementing confidentiality may be
too time-consuming to meet latency requirements. According to
the above analysis, the proposed polynomial-based lightweight
verification scheme should be employed in a wide area protection system to mitigating the effect of DoS attacks.

Conclusion and Future Research
In this article, we have addressed security and privacy issues
in smart grid wireless communication networks. Several security mechanisms have been proposed to complement the PKI
security services for availability, privacy preservation and scalability. Moreover, we have proposed a mechanism to efficiently resist DoS attacks against adversaries and legitimate
insiders. We believe that it can be used as a reference for the
research on smart grid security and privacy. For example,
when designing a security protocol for a specific application,
the designers could check whether the security requirements
concluded by this article have been satisfied.
Deploying PKI requires manpower from the electric utility
to maintain the PKI servers, handles entity software issues
and manages the network infrastructure. Thus, it will require
a considerable number of staff to maintain the PKI environment with a large number (e.g., several millions) of network
entities. Future research should consider how to simplify the
PKI environment so that less staff are required to manage it.
On the other hand, with the development of the smart grid,
more third-party service providers will be involved, which will
introduce some new security and privacy risks into the system.
We recommend that future research should focus on how to
complement the enhanced PKI system to prevent these risks.
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